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Chang Ch'ien, it must also be noted, introduced into China from
the West alfalfa and the cultivated grape. Later tradition was
to credit him, falsely, with having brought numbers of other
plants from Central Asia.
Wu Ti effectively followed up the expeditions of Chang Ch'ien
and succeeded in making Chinese power felt in what is now the
New Dominion. Some peoples in the Tarim basin and in Hi were
reduced to submission. Horses were even asked from a state in
the later Ferghana, in the valley of the Jaxartes, west of the
boundaries of the present Sinkiang, and, when these were refused
and the Chinese envoy killed, the general Li Kuang-li was dis-
patched to wreak the Emperor's vengeance. At first he was un-
successful and was beaten back, but Wu Ti kept him and his
decimated forces, in disgrace, on the Western frontier. Then,
returning over the long desert road to the attack, Li Kuang-li was
victorious and placed a Chinese nominee on the throne. More than
ten embassies went from the country to China during the reign
of Wu Ti. Li's was a noteworthy military feat, worthy of rank-
ing with those which the Romans had been performing, only a
few decades before, in the Mediterranean world to the west.
It was not only in the Northwest that Wu Ti was extending his
power. In the Northeast he was gaining victories. Wu Ti's initial
endeavors in that region are said to have been for the purpose
of turning the flank of the Hsiung Nu. In what is now the south-
ern part of Manchuria and the northern part of Korea, a state had
arisen during the early years of the Han with its capital at what
is now P'ingyang. Its name, Ch'aohsien, is to-day, under its Jap-
anese pronunciation, Chosen, used for all Korea. Ch'aohsien
acknowledged somewhat vaguely the suzerainty of China, and
when it treated rather lightly its duties as a vassal Wu Ti deter-
mined to bring it more fully under his sway. The ensuing war
led, in the last decade of the second century b.c., to the annexa-
tion of Ch'aohsien to the Han domains. The conquest was, nat-
urally, followed by the infiltration of Chinese culture into the
peninsula. Into the Northeast, too, in what is now the north-
eastern part of Hopei and South Manchuria, and even in the pres-
ent Korea, Chinese settlers were moved to help hold the territory
for the Empire. Near P'ingyang, for example, a wealthy Chinese
colony was established in b.c. 108. For four centuries or more,

